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Kiwibanks sustainability approach:

Benefits of Kiwbank sustainable finance

As part of being a purpose-led business, we know that we

This is sustainable finance

need to run our business in a way that helps our customers,

Our purpose is to make Kiwi better off, and a key pillar of

our people, the communities we operate in and the

that is using sustainable finance to improve Kiwi businesses.

environment. Here’s just a few of the ways to show how

We are a purpose-led partner committed to enabling our

we’re doing that. Click here more information including

customers to transition to a low carbon economy.

our sustainability report.
We reward innovative sustainable action in our deals, and

2,000kgs of plastic recycled into cards

the terms we offer reflect that.

We’re proud to be the first bank in New Zealand

But our expert support is more than just finance. It includes

to use recycled plastic in all our EFTPOS,

supporting customers to measure and understand their

debit and credit cards. 82% of all material

emissions, providing access to professional networks, and

used is recycled.

profiling customer success stories (whether that be through

We’re B Corp™ certified!
Our B Corp Certification means we’re
doing the right thing when it comes to our
people, customers, suppliers, community
and environment.

our own marketing or media partners).
Successful GIDI applicants will receive competitive funding
fixed or variable rates and discounts considered based on
impact and purpose.

Criteria

Responsible business banking

Meets EECA GIDI Fund criteria.

Our Kiwibank Responsible Business Banking

Facilities to be repaid over an agreed term, dependent

policy outlines the industries and businesses

on expected cashflows.

we won’t do business with. This policy highlights

Standard Kiwibank Credit Policies apply.

our commitment to protecting the best interests
of Kiwi and the environment.

Our climate change action plan

Responsible Business Banking Policy applies

Certification, reporting and tracking

Climate Action Plan which has seen a 53%

Standard GIDI Fund reporting and tracking to be shared

reduction in emissions below 2018.

with Kiwibank.
Post completion evidence of project success.

